EVALUATION OF THE ODYSSEA VIRTUAL SCHOOL
First draft of the survey results issued for information – To be updated
Countries of the attendees
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Do you have any comments on the just completed Virtual School or any recommendations
for the future? We will appreciate your comments.

1. The instructor could have used better quality microphones
2. Thank you
3. No thanks it was amazing experience
4. No thanks
5. I appreciate your invitation to participate in this Online training , from which I learned a
lot, and I hope that such training will be face-to-face in the future to better use it and
apply in practice with the trainers
6. Néant
7. none
8. I have some comments on the technical aspect of the virtual school. I preferred if there
was a wider use of other features proposed by the online platform (Microsoft Teams) and
not only the online meeting option, by creating a team for the virtual school, to discuss
with participants and trainers even after the session, to share links, to network with
scientists from other backgrounds and to keep in touch for future collaboration etc. . Also,
this would be helpful to keep the track of the chat content in the case of quitting the
session due to poor internet connection or breaks we won't lose the chat content , also to
not ask the same questions already asked by other participants. Thank you for your efforts
I look forward for more advanced training.
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9. No
10. Maybe a smaller amount of students will result in a more dynamic and interactive course.
11. Recommendations: To add more practical exercises
12. Please keep on with this great mission and organise more workshops / courses like this.
These formation initiatives are really helpful to keep us united and tuned across the
Mediterranean. Thank you.
13. It would be great If we could receive the instructions for Thursday session earlier and If
we could communicate with the teacher by chat box during that day.
14. Thank you very much for hosting this event and thank you for the opportunity and
knowledge I gained from this training; to the speakers who have shared their expertise
through this event. I suggest that you send earlier the software to download and use
during hands-on training. Microsoft teams platform for this training is good but it would
be much better if you have technical team assigned to monitor the incoming participants
because during training the notification from participant was distracting
15. Thank you very much, my suggestion for you to repeat this training another time with
other subjects, and also to use French especially in the Mediterranean.. best regards
16. Only for english mother tongue lecturers, to be slower in talking, a lot of new words and
concepts are really difficult to understand if the speaker goes too fast. Thank you for all!
17. the training was very interesting, I learn a lot of things about satellite data, and I improve
my knowledge about the color of the sea. Thank you so much for this opportunity. it
would be helpful to show us how to do the atmospheric correction on several satellite
products, and how to apply, validate, and how to create specifics algorithms.
18. thank you for your hard work it was really an interesting experiences with all the
organizers, the presenters and the attendee, I wish there will be more events like this in
the future where students and researchers from different backgrounds are gathered for the
same goal which is seeking knowledge and finding more relevant solutions for
environmental challenges. Thank you again
19. I keep the same opinion, because I am convected that, the training was very interesting, I
learn a lot of things about satellite data, and I improve my knowledge about the color of
the sea. It would be helpful to show us how to do the atmospheric correction on several
satellite products, and how to apply, validate, and how to create specifics
algorithms.Thank you so much for this opportunity.
20. It was a great and wonderful experience. All the sessions were educative and infomative.
Thanks to the organizers and the lecturers
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21. I would like to know if there's any tutorial on how to use Marinomica platform, if not it'd
be appreciated if the designer make on for new users. Also I have a pop-up window when
I try to subscribe can anyone help with that?
22. extended sessions on the new proposed applications, and maybe more tutorial videos to
allow participants to follow before and after the sessions.
23. Very interesting, useful and well organized School. I appreciate the helpful attitute of the
organizers. I would suggest to provide slides and audio recording of each lesson at the
end of each day. This way attending people can go deeper trough the lessons and/or
recuperate lost parts of the lessons. My congratulations for the idea
24. It was a real interesting course with an outstanding organization and very specific
content. I would recommend to provide participants with all course presentations and
video recordings to allow them to go through the course as many times as needed to gain
a deeper knowledge because in some presentations there was many detailed information
that it is hard sometimes to bear with the subject if you do not make some further
research then go back to continue with the presentation. Thank you again for the chance
that you gave us and I hope be part of the next opportunity. Best regards Wael BEDOUI
25. The virtual school is a great experience for me. Sometimes, little hard for me when
programming has used. My proposal is to organize open source programming training
session. The virtual school cover vast region of space oceanography. It is more useful for
participants if specialized training (i.e. debris identification, ocean color algorithm
development, salt marsh/sea grass mapping using remote sensing etc. ). Finally, thanks to
all people who were involving to complete such a nice training.
26. The quality of information in this training program is extremely useful and I enjoyed all
sessions. It gave me encouragement to improve my coding skills. Please consider me for
future training opportunities. Thanks to the organizers UNEP/MAP-SPA/RAC.
27. It was a great and wonderful experience. Thanks to the organizers and the lecturers
28. This training is very important and i apreciated it. Thank you
29. Thank you very much for hosting this event and thank you for the opportunity and
knowledge I gained from this training; to the speakers who have shared their expertise
through this event. I suggest that you send earlier the software to download and use
during hands-on training.
30. It was not easy to attend all days it would be great to access recordings of thursday and
friday, if possible. Thanks for the good work. I found very interesting to learn more about
eddys and the interaction with biological and climate change data.
31. no good luck
32. I would like to see a demonstration of data in the software, and thank you very much
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33. It was a real interesting course with an outstanding organization and very specific
content. I would recommend to provide participants with all course presentations and
video recordings to allow them to go through the course as many times as needed to gain
a deeper knowledge because in some presentations there was many detailed information
that it is hard sometimes to bear with the subject if you do not make some further
research then go back to continue with the presentation. Thank you again for the chance
that you gave us and I hope be part of the next opportunity. Best regards Wael BEDOUI
34. Only for english mother-tongue lecturers, the speaking should be slower, because a lot of
new words and concepts are difficult to understand if are explained very fast. Thank you
a lot!
35. Thank you for all your efforts, I just would like to get more to know on tracking the
pollution by using satellite data !
36. to avoid Fridays
37. More practice. Make live exercises.
38. I would like to see a demonstration of data in the software, and thank you very much
39. The training was very well coordinated and time was strictly observed. It would be great
to have the slides for the presentation made so that interested parties (I to be precise) can
I have a look at them for further studies.
40. Maybe integrate more training with assignments instead of just lectures
41. thank you very much for this training. my suggestion is to repeat it another time, and to
make a translation bar in French because the Mediterranean also uses the French
language in oceanography. best regards
42. First I would like to thank Mr Cebrian and Mr Gana for the organization and all the
lecturers who took part in this week, the lectures were very interesting. I am now taking
my first steps on this subject so everything I learned in the workshop enriched my
knowledge and exposed me to the subject, and of course to wonderful people. I think the
virtual school is an important thing for the transfer of knowledge to all those involved in
maintaining the marine environment.
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